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Purpose: Experimental assessment of inter-centre variation and absolute accuracy of stopping-power-
ratio (SPR) prediction within 17 particle therapy centres of the European Particle Therapy Network.
Material and methods: A head and body phantom with seventeen tissue-equivalent materials were
scanned consecutively at the participating centres using their individual clinical CT scan protocol and
translated into SPR with their in-house CT-number-to-SPR conversion. Inter-centre variation and abso-
lute accuracy in SPR prediction were quantified for three tissue groups: lung, soft tissues and bones.
The integral effect on range prediction for typical clinical beams traversing different tissues was deter-
mined for representative beam paths for the treatment of primary brain tumours as well as lung and
prostate cancer.
Results: An inter-centre variation in SPR prediction (2r) of 8.7%, 6.3% and 1.5% relative to water was
determined for bone, lung and soft-tissue surrogates in the head setup, respectively. Slightly smaller vari-
ations were observed in the body phantom (6.2%, 3.1%, 1.3%). This translated into inter-centre variation of
integral range prediction (2r) of 2.9%, 2.6% and 1.3% for typical beam paths of prostate-, lung- and pri-
mary brain-tumour treatments, respectively. The absolute error in range exceeded 2% in every fourth par-
ticipating centre. The consideration of beam hardening and the execution of an independent HLUT
validation had a positive effect, on average.
Conclusion: The large inter-centre variations in SPR and range prediction justify the currently clinically
used margins accounting for range uncertainty, which are of the same magnitude as the inter-centre vari-
ation. This study underlines the necessity of higher standardisation in CT-number-to-SPR conversion.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Radiotherapy and Oncology 163 (2021) 7–13 This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Due to the finite range of protons in the patient, a crucial step in
proton treatment planning is the accurate and consistent determi-
nation of tissue parameters for range prediction from computed
tomography (CT) scans, namely the stopping-power ratio (SPR).
This is important not only in treatment planning of the individual
patient [1], but also for consistent dosimetric evaluations within
multicentric clinical studies.

The current state-of-the-art approach is the heuristic stepwise
linear conversion of the patient tissues’ CT number (CTN) into
SPR using a so-called Hounsfield look-up table (HLUT). It is defined
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Inter-centre variation in stopping-power prediction
either by applying an empirical calibration in which measured CT
numbers of tissue surrogates and their respective SPR are matched
[2] or stoichiometrically by calculating scanner-specific CT num-
bers and SPR for tabulated human tissue compositions [3,4].

As there is no one-to-one translation from CT number to SPR, an
approximation with a HLUT introduces an unavoidable additional
methodical uncertainty. Furthermore, the HLUT is centre-specific,
as it depends not only on the conversion method (and therefore
the choice of calibration materials and experimental setup), but
also on the CT scanner hardware as well as on the scan- and recon-
struction protocol. These settings also influence the constancy of
CT numbers under different beam hardening conditions, e.g. at dif-
ferent body sites. Hence, the HLUT approach possesses not only a
relevant systematic uncertainty but also a potentially relevant
inter-centre variation caused by CT number variability and differ-
ent effective CTN-to-SPR conversion.

The uncertainty of CTN-to-SPR conversion is the dominating
factor in the overall uncertainty of range prediction [5–7]. It is con-
sidered in treatment planning to ensure full target coverage [8],
either by using margin expansion or in robust optimization. Most
European particle therapy centres apply an overall range uncer-
tainty of about 3.0–3.5% of maximum range, revealed by a survey
conducted within the European Particle Therapy Network (EPTN)
[9]. This indicates that, while slight differences between centres
exist, a consensus regarding the magnitude of uncertainty was
found, following from key publications [5,8,10] as well as from
the experience gathered in the last thirty years within the commu-
nity. In recent publications, different aspects of uncertainty estima-
tion were tackled while still relying on the standard HLUT
approach and its immanent uncertainty [11–13]. At the same time,
the endeavour to apply a less conservative range uncertainty is
growing.

Still, the magnitude of the variation in SPR prediction – and con-
sequently range as the clinically relevant parameter – between dif-
ferent centres using their specific CTN-to-SPR translation was not
yet comprehensively studied. To do so, a simple comparison of
the conversion curves is not feasible, as the HLUT is heavily influ-
enced by the institution-specific CT scan and calibration parame-
ters. Instead, an experimental assessment in a standardised
setup, performed by different proton facilities using their specific
CT scanner, scan and reconstruction settings as well as their speci-
fic CTN-to-SPR calibration is needed.

The primary aim of this study is the first experimental determi-
nation of inter-centre variation in stopping-power prediction using
an experimental setup with surrogates that are tissue-equivalent
for protons. The variability on SPR level is translated into a poten-
tial variation in predicted range for different tumour locations. Fur-
thermore, as a second endpoint, the absolute accuracy in SPR and
range prediction is determined for each centre based on the
ground-truth SPR of the tissue surrogates. The study was designed,
planned and conducted within the EPTN. In total, 17 European par-
ticle therapy centres participated.
Materials and methods

Study design

A commercial phantom, consisting of a body and a head setup
was tailored for this study by selecting, fabricating and character-
ising dedicated tissue surrogate inserts. After preparation, the
phantom was sequentially shipped to the participating centres
(PC) (Fig. 1 top). Prior to receiving the phantom, each PC provided
its centre-specific approved clinical HLUT to the evaluating centre
(EC). The participants then scanned the phantom using their clini-
cal CT scan protocol. The CT datasets submitted to the EC were
translated into SPR applying the centre-specific HLUT and analysed
8

centrally by the EC. The individual inserts were anonymised,
details regarding elemental composition and reference SPR were
provided to the participants only after the study was completed.
In addition, the participants provided a description of their HLUT
calibration, including calibration method and phantom setup as
well as details about their clinical validation procedure of their
SPR prediction.
Phantom setup and insert configuration

A CIRS electron density phantom Model 062M (CIRS, Norfolk,
VA, USA) was used in this study, consisting of a large abdomen
and a small head geometry made of solid water. The phantom
allowed for a concurrent measurement of 17 or 9 cylindrical tissue
surrogate inserts (height 45 mm; diameter 30 mm – except 10 mm
for cortical bone) in plane, respectively (Fig. 1 bottom).

In total, 17 different tissue surrogates, consisting of 2 lung-, 11
soft tissues (including distilled water) and 4 bones, were investi-
gated. Resin-based tissue surrogates were optimised to be tissue-
equivalent for protons by matching the tabulated elemental com-
position of human tissues described by Woodard and White [14],
resulting in similar effective atomic number and electron density
for the inserts (Supplement EA). Three of the inserts (Cortical bone,
Adipose and Lung 1), already close to human tissue regarding their
radiotherapeutic parameters, were adopted from the original
062 M setup, all other inserts were manufactured for this study.
Ground-truth SPR for each insert was determined experimentally
by measuring the water-equivalent thickness of the homogeneous
inserts using a multi-layer ionisation chamber (Giraffe, IBA
Dosimetry, Schwarzenbruck, Germany) with an accuracy of
DSPR ¼ �0:003 (see Supplement EB for details).

In body geometry, each surrogate was placed once within the
inner and outer phantom ring, resulting in two scan setups, while
in head geometry two CT scans were performed to cover all 17
inserts. High- and low-density inserts were spread within the
phantom to minimise interference between the surrogates (Sup-
plement EC).
Analysis

CT numbers were obtained in region-of-interest volumes cover-
ing the inner 80% of each tissue surrogate and then translated vox-
elwise into SPR using the centre-specific conversion curve. If
provided, size-specific HLUTs, corresponding to SPR calibration
for either the head or pelvis, were applied according to the phan-
tom geometry. The average SPR in each insert was then compared
to the ground truth. For the body phantom, SPR was averaged over
both scan positions for each insert. For each centre, tissue-specific
SPR deviations were then summarised into an average SPR devia-
tion for the tissue groups lung, soft tissues and bones. The inter-
centre SPR variation for each tissue group was quantified using
the standard deviation (SD) between the centres. Centre-
individual accuracy was determined using the mean absolute error
(MAE) in each tissue group.

Based on an accompanying survey (Supplement ED), centres
were categorised regarding their calibration- and HLUT validation
procedure as well as regarding the correction for beam hardening
either by body-site-specific HLUT or the presence of beam harden-
ing cupping artefacts in the submitted data. For each subgroup, the
tissue-specific MAE was determined.
Translation from deviations in SPR to particle range

For each centre, SPR deviations for the different tissue groups
were translated into range deviations to allow for a straightfor-
ward interpretation of the clinical impact of inter-centre variability



Fig. 1. Top: Overview study design. Steps in orange as well as the calculation of the centre-specific SPR prediction were performed by the evaluating centre. Bottom: Phantom
with the anonymised tissue surrogates. CT: computed tomography, CTN: CT number, SPR: stopping-power ratio.
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and absolute deviation. This was achieved by weighting each tis-
sue’s deviation according to its relative contribution in representa-
tive beam paths for the treatment of brain-tumour, lung- and
prostate-cancer cases (Fig. 2). The underlying relative tissue contri-
butions were estimated based on representative clinical CT scans
of 10 patients randomly selected at the evaluating centre from a
cohort treated for brain tumour, lung- or prostate cancer,
respectively.
Results

In total, 15 out of 17 participating centres were already treating
patients at the time of the study and 2 centres were planning to
start treatment soon. 15 centres performed single-energy CT
(SECT) scans with a tube voltage of 120 kVp, while only two cen-
tres performed dual-energy CT (DECT) scans to create pseudo-
monoenergetic CT images. A stoichiometric HLUT calibration was
performed by 10 centres, 5 centres performed an empirical calibra-
tion and 2 centres adapted their calibration based on information
obtained from biological tissues. A body-site-specific HLUT calibra-
Fig. 2. Propagation of individual deviations in stopping-power ratio (DSPR) for differe
distribution were obtained from representative beam paths in patients and rounded to

9

tion (e.g. head and pelvis) was performed by 10 centres, while 7
centres used one HLUT for all patients. As the application of beam
hardening correction (BHC) for bones was ambiguous, the presence
of cupping artefacts in bone surrogates within CT scans was used
instead to identify reconstruction settings without sufficient bone
BHC (noBHC). This was the case for 11 centres. An experimental
HLUT validation was performed by 14 centres, either in additional
phantoms not used for calibration (8) or biological tissues (6).

In both the head and body geometry, large inter-centre varia-
tions in the low- and high-density tissue surrogates were observed
(Fig. 3). Individual deviations reached as high as 34% in Cortical
Bone (CB) and 11% in Lung 1. In cortical bone, deviations exceeded
10% in 5 and 3 centres for the head and the body geometry, respec-
tively. Most of the soft tissues were distributed evenly around the
respective measured ground-truth SPR, with most centres overes-
timating the SPR of the Adipose tissue surrogate as well as of
water.

Largest inter-centre variations (2r) were observed for bones in
both phantom geometries (8.7% in head, 6.2% in body) as well as
for lung in the head geometry (6.3%) (Table 1). In soft tissues, vari-
ation did not exceed 1.5%. Accuracy for bones was slightly better in
nt tissue groups to a treatment-site-specific range shift (DWET). Percental tissue
the next 5%. ST: soft tissues, Bo: bones, Lu: lung tissue.



Fig. 3. Deviations in stopping-power-ratio prediction (DSPR) for individual inserts relative to water in the head (grey) and body (blue) phantom. Each datapoint represents
one treatment centre. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Inter-centre variation and mean absolute error for the different tissue types in the
head and body geometry.

Variation (2r) in %

Tissue type Body setup Head setup

Lung 3.1 6.3
Soft tissue 1.3 1.5
Bone 6.2 8.7

Mean absolute error in %

Body setup Head setup

Lung 1.9 2.5
Soft tissue 0.6 0.7
Bone 2.6 3.8

Inter-centre variation in stopping-power prediction
the body setup, with an MAE of 2.6% compared to 3.8% in the head.
Similar results were observed for lung. In soft tissues, the MAE was
below 1% in both phantoms.

Noticeable differences in MAE were found between centres
after dividing them in subgroups regarding calibration method,
validation and handling of beam hardening. In the following, the
MAE for bones, for which the largest deviations were observed,
are further described. The analysis for lung and soft tissue can be
found in Supplement EE. In the head setup, MAE for centres using
an empirical calibration was almost three times as large as for
those using a stoichiometric or tissue-based calibration (Fig. 4
top). Centres without a dedicated HLUT validation performed con-
siderably worse, with a MAE twice as high as in those validating in
tissue surrogates and three times as high compared to validation in
biological tissues (Fig. 4 middle). The higher the level of beam
hardening consideration, the lower the resulting MAE, with the
highest accuracy being achieved for centres using bone BHC in
combination with body-site-specific calibration curves (Fig. 4 bot-
tom). In the body setup, a similar tendency, but less pronounced,
was observed regarding the choice of calibration and HLUT valida-
tion method. Centres using bone BHC and body-site-specific HLUT
still performed best.

Inter-centre variation (2r) in predicted water-equivalent range
as high as 2.9% and 2.6% were found for representative beam paths
of brain-tumour and prostate-cancer treatments, respectively
(Fig. 5). Individual range deviations exceeded 2% in three centres
for brain tumour and four centres for prostate cancer. In one cen-
10
tre, the deviation reached 4.4% for brain tumours. For the beam
path in the lung, a variation of 1.3% was observed, with all individ-
ual deviations being below 2%.
Discussion

The inter-centre variation and accuracy in SPR prediction of 17
European particle therapy centres was quantified for the first time,
revealing variations of clinically relevant magnitude. In bones, a
variation of 8.7% relative to water was observed, with individual
deviations from ground truth of up to 34%. The SPR variation
between centres translated into a range shift on the level of clinical
safety margins, in the range of 2.5–3.0% for prostate-cancer and
brain-tumour treatments. The results underline the current limita-
tion of CT-based range prediction in particle therapy and the
necessity of respective uncertainty margins, hindering the full
exploitation of the benefits proton therapy offers in sparing
healthy tissue near the target volume.

It is important to notice that the SPR prediction uncertainty
covers only a part of the overall range uncertainty, estimated with
a 3.5% margin by most centres [5,9,15]. Other contributing factors,
especially complex tissue inhomogeneities, are expected to further
increase the variation in range prediction depicted in this study.

Hence, a general substantial reduction of range uncertainty in
proton therapy is contra-indicated by the magnitude of inter-
centre range prediction variability observed here. It would require
further improvement regarding range prediction or at least a reas-
surance, e.g. by introducing in-human validation of range predic-
tion such as prompt-gamma verification or range probing
[13,16,17]. This conclusion is in agreement with the findings of a
study on inter-centre SPR prediction variation conducted in US
institutes, where variations exceeded the clinical margins when
comparing centre-specific SPR conversions to a reference proce-
dure [18]. A smaller variation in SPR prediction is not only benefi-
cial on the level of individual centres, but also essential for the
comparability of multi-centric patient outcome studies. In particu-
lar, when introducing new range prediction methods (e.g., using
DECT), this should be considered at the beginning to avoid dimin-
ishing the improvement by again introducing inter-centre differ-
ences in the calibration and implementation.

While the main endpoint of this study was the quantitative
assessment of relative inter-centre variability in range prediction,



Fig. 4. Mean absolute error (MAE) in stopping-power-ratio (SPR) prediction for bone tissue surrogates in the head and body geometry for different approaches for HLUT
calibration (top) and validation procedures (middle) as well as different consideration of beam hardening (bottom). Whiskers indicate one standard deviation. BHC: beam
hardening correction, noBHC: beam hardening effects visible in bones, 1HLUT: one calibration curve for all treatment sites, 2HLUT: two or more treatment-site-specific
calibration curves.
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the design further allowed an estimation of absolute accuracy in
range prediction based on the tissue-surrogates’ ground truth.
Overall, SPR was predicted considerably less accurate in the head
than in the body setup. This can be attributed to the fact that cen-
tres with only one conversion curve for all body sites generally per-
formed their calibration with a geometry similar to that of the
body phantom used in this study.

Centres performing an empirical calibration showed slightly
higher deviations for the tissue surrogates investigated in this
study than those using a stoichiometric calibration. However, the
difference is not inherent to the calibration methods [19]. Part of
the deviation may be traced back to the choice of tissue surrogates
used in HLUT calibration. As commercially available tissue surro-
11
gates were originally introduced for the use in photon radiother-
apy, they were optimised for tissue equivalency mainly regarding
electron density. For the empirical calibration, this may translate
into deviations in SPR prediction if tissue compositions show a dif-
ferent proton stopping behaviour than those used in this study. For
the stoichiometric calibration, taking recourse to the elemental
surrogate composition, this effect is partially intercepted.

A tendency was visible regarding the handling of beam harden-
ing, where an application of sufficient bone BHC (meaning that no
cupping artefacts were noticeable) and the use of a body-site-
specific HLUT generally performed better than either one or both
methods lacking. Taking beam hardening sufficiently into account,
either in the calibration process or post-processing of the data,



Fig. 5. Inter-centre variation and absolute deviation in range prediction for representative beam paths and the respective quota for different shift levels.

Inter-centre variation in stopping-power prediction
appears to be a major factor in improving accuracy. In individual
centres, cupping artefacts were observed not only in dense materi-
als but also within the solid water phantom (exemplarily shown in
Supplement EF). This type of artefact cannot be distinguished in a
volume-based evaluation and therefore requires special considera-
tion, e.g., by evaluating line profiles.

The use of a dedicated HLUT validation procedure, in either
additional phantom setups or biological tissues, proved to be an
essential safety net in accurate SPR prediction, while major devia-
tions were determined in centres which had not explicitly vali-
dated their calibration (see Supplement EG for details). In
communication with the participating centres, following a com-
prehensive centre-specific evaluation only disclosed to the individ-
ual centre, individual error sources could be identified and
correlated to the observed deviations, such as the use of a wrong
scan protocol due to ambiguous naming in the scanner or the cre-
ation of a body-site-specific calibration using a phantom of the
wrong geometry. Furthermore, multiple participants reported their
scan protocol to include beam hardening correction for bones,
while in the provided scans cupping artefacts were still visible.
The latter stresses the need for CT vendors to better communicate
and document the steps included in image post-processing. At the
same time, the discussed influences (scan and reconstruction set-
tings, handling of beam hardening, SPR calibration method, post-
processing) also need to be included in publications to allow for
a better classification of scientific results. In the aftermath of the
study, one third of the centres reported a re-evaluation of their cal-
ibration or validation procedure as a direct consequence of the pre-
sented results.

The use of tissue-equivalent materials limits the evaluation of
the absolute accuracy in this study. This effect was minimised by
using surrogates designed to be tissue-equivalent for protons. For
the lung, where not only the composition but also the fine struc-
ture (inhomogeneous in the patient, homogenous in the surrogate)
has a large influence on the interaction processes, this remains a
compromise [20]. Considering the fast decay of real biological tis-
sues, this approach remained the only feasible option to perform
highly quantitative inter-centre comparisons. The primary aim of
describing the inter-centre variation is not impacted by this
limitation.
12
Lipid content in adipose tissue varies greatly within the patient,
ranging from 61.4% to 87.3% [14]. The Adipose tissue surrogate
used here corresponds to a high lipid content, thus deviating in tis-
sue composition from human fatty tissues with a lower lipid con-
tent. The high lipid content corresponds to a lower SPR, possibly
leading to the overestimation of the Adipose tissue surrogate by
most centres.

While the definition of CTN and SPR suggests a fixed water
point CTNwater ¼ 0 HU; SPRwater ¼ 1½ � in the calibration curve, most
centres omit it, e.g. to avoid overemphasising on water in their cal-
ibration relative to soft tissues, as pure water has a comparatively
small appearance in patients. The SPR for CTN ¼ 0 HU then follows
from the surrounding tissue surrogates, typically leading to slight
overestimation of water, as observed here.

Depicted range deviations were based on exemplary tissue dis-
tributions corresponding to beam paths of clinical treatments. In
other constellations, especially in those with a larger fraction of
bone in the beam path, deviations could increase considerably.

Recent developments in CT imaging and SPR prediction might
make the use of a single calibration curve obsolete and allow for
a more patient-specific SPR calculation in the future [1,10,21]. It
has been shown that the SPR accuracy can be increased by the
use of DECT-based approaches (DirectSPR), while reducing the
influence of heuristic calibration [22,23]. With photon-counting
CT, the next-generation of CT imaging, promising further improve-
ments in quantitative imaging and tissue characterisation are
expected from instantaneously acquired spectral information
[24,25]. The latter is of special importance for imaging of moving
targets [23,26,27].

Still, standardisation of SPR prediction will remain of utmost
importance. A main objective there should be the adequate han-
dling of beam hardening. Based on the presented findings, we
can conclude that such a standard should include advanced beam
hardening correction for bones. In addition, different patient
geometries should be considered already in the calibration process
by using CT numbers obtained in body-size-specific phantom set-
ups. This is especially important for the head geometry, which is
much smaller than most standard, pelvic-sized, calibration phan-
toms. Tissue surrogates for calibration should be selected regard-
ing their tissue-equivalence on the relevant level of stopping-
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power. Lastly, calibration curves need to be validated in a setup dif-
ferent from the one used for calibration, i.e. in both geometry and
insert configuration, to intercept errors at an early stage in clinical
commissioning. The elaboration of a detailed and concerted recom-
mendation paper, based on the findings presented in this work, is
currently planned within ESTRO as a joint effort of the EPTN task
force and the ESTRO physics workshop.

A follow-up study, using an anonymized insert setup again to
avoid bias, could prove to be useful as a benchmark for both the
refinement of the CTN-to-SPR calibration reported by multiple cen-
tres in aftermath of this study as well as for current and future
advances in imaging and SPR prediction.

Conclusion

We present the first comprehensive investigation of the consis-
tency in stopping-power prediction between European particle
therapy centres, revealing large inter-centre variations, on the level
of 6–9% in individual tissues and 2.5–3.0% for integral range pre-
diction of beam paths in the head and pelvic region. This results
from institution-specific, non-standardised procedures for SPR cal-
ibration and assurance of CT number constancy in different beam
hardening conditions. Following this study, one third of the centres
reported a re-evaluation of their calibration or validation proce-
dure. The large variation between centres stresses the need for a
common standard in SPR prediction, both for the existing HLUT
approach but also for approaches based on new imaging
modalities.
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